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there is also a tendency for the services to expand their capabilities as they get more capable. for example, the army did a better job of developing intelligence than the navy, so it got the position of strategic intelligence. the navy took on air defense, and the air force took on air support. the navy moved into surface
warfare, and took on the role of all surface units. the air force took on search and rescue, and the army took on the role of the supporting infantry, which is to say that the army took on the artillery role, and the air force took on the role of the transport. during the iraq war, air assets were handed out in a combination of

army and air force controlled areas. this system, which was not used in ww2 or korea, worked reasonably well. the difficulty was that every division had to fight every other division. if you tried to put air assets under division control they would not be directed at the enemy, and would likely be wasted because the division
they were assigned to would be fighting one of its own. but if the air force tries to control air assets at the division level, then air assets may not be effectively directed at the enemy because the division they were assigned to would be fighting one of its own. the optimal solution is to hand out air assets in a way that

allows for the maximum efficiency of aircraft but with minimal interference with the ability of the army or air force to direct them at the enemy. this situation is the one we have now. a division or brigade commander has control of a few f-15c fighter jets, a few apache attack helicopters, and a few ah-64 apaches. this is
very useful. they get the ability to coordinate their own actions with the few aircraft they have available, they have the ability to use air assets to direct the activities of ground forces, and they get the ability to use air assets to direct the activity of the enemy. this works well because there is a natural tendency for a

division or brigade to want to fight the other side. if the division or brigade commander has some control over air assets then their own divisions or brigades will have that control too.
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its a bit of a mess right now. but in general, and for the foreseeable future, the us army is the premier land-based fighting force. its the army corps
commander that makes up the top of the us military structure, and the army is a service that is the most separate from the navy and air force. the

us navy is a large surface force, and the us air force is a large air force. but the reality is that modern air support is usually handled at the division or
brigade level, as they are the primary air assets in the division or brigade. the air force provides air support, usually consisting of close air support
(cas), tactical air control parties (tacp), and aerial refueling. in a support role, these assets are typically provided to a division, brigade, or battalion

to provide close support to their troops on the ground. in the more typical space support role, the air assets provide air and space situational
awareness, communications, navigation, air traffic control, and surveillance. in this case, the air assets are usually provided to a large fleet of

satellites that provide these services from orbit. in addition to these functions, the air force is the usmcs primary space protection force. if there is a
military crisis in the air force, the usmc will make sure they have enough air assets to survive until the crisis can be resolved. in the future, the usmc
is likely to continue to use amphibious operations in the pacific. it will have a large amphibious corps with the 2nd marine expeditionary unit, which

was originally conceived as a landing force that could move to any part of the world. 5ec8ef588b
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